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Bethan Christopher is an author, speaker and coach
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professionally and personally.

By setting compelling goals, learners can take immediate ownership, and are shown
how to take responsibility for their future lives. They become positively focused on
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children as well as Key Stage 3/4 students. She has
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organise thinking
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With her fresh
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GOAL MAPPING FOR KEY STAGE 2
PACKAGE ONE: The Seven Magic Keys For Success
1x 180 minute Goal Mapping – The Seven Magic Keys for Success.
1 x 180 minute workshop for Year 5 and 6, designed for all learning styles
and abilities. Participants are given tools to identify their goals and are
empowered with the Goal Mapping system to creatively break these goals
Students that start ahead, stay ahead.
into manageable, measurable, achievable steps using the visual right brain
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and organisational
leftreceive
brain structuring.

the demands of the next level of education. Gaining clarity on their ambitions, next
steps and organising a clear
action plan to get there, participants of the Goal
PACKAGE TWO: The Master Trio
Mapping programme are armed with the tools used by some of the countries most
1x 180 minute Goal Mapping – The Seven Magic Keys for Success.
successful people and organisations.
Interactive, dynamic and engaging, this whole-brain workshop is suitable
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goals, learners can take immediate ownership, and are shown
for Year 5 and Year 6 pupils of all ability. Course content and the lanhow to take responsibility for their future lives. They become positively focused on
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Goal Mapping is an effective, engaging whole brain technique for setting and
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Using the Goal Mapping success principles, pupils harness inspiration-led

organise thinking
motivation and practical and logical left brain skills to map the way forward in their learning. The Goal Maps they create make excellent re
reduce limiting beliefs and glass ceilings
view material, offer ongoing support and are a great way to continue
charting the progress
to personal
success.
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dreams
for the future
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– Master
of Action
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set realistic
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identify
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to success
Not only can it be used to enhance motivation and goal setting aptitude,
but Goal Mapping has also shown measurably improved SATS results and
is a superb transitional aid for student moving into Year 7. This workshop
is based on sound principles of accelerated learning to help pupils utilize
state-management and positive pre-play to access their learning and
achieve their best results.
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GOAL MAPPING FOR KEY STAGE 3/4
PACKAGE ONE: Goal Mapping—The Success Workshop
Full day workshop for Year 7 +, designed for all learning styles and
abilities. Participants are given tools to identify their goals and are
empowered Students
with the Goal
Mapping
system to
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that
start ahead,
stay
ahead.break these goals
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the demands of the next level of education. Gaining clarity on their ambitions, next
The Goal Mapping Success Workshop can be presented to up to 100
steps and
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organise thinking

· Helping students who have little idea about what they want to
reduce limiting beliefs and glass ceilings
achieve in life.


identify dreams for the future

· Motivating students who lack the drive to succeed.


set realistic goals and identify pathways to success

· Inspiring students who lack the stamina to pursue self-set goals.
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GOAL MAPPING TEACHER/STAFF WORKSHOP
6 hour Goal Mapping Success Teacher Workshop
The world is changing faster than it has done ever before.

Students that start ahead, stay ahead.
With every leap in technology, the way we shop, live, communicate,
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Mapping programme are armed with the tools used by some of the countries most
successful people and organisations.
This includes schools.

By setting compelling goals, learners can take immediate ownership, and are shown
To empower your school with dynamism, flexibility and creativity, you
how to take responsibility for their future lives. They become positively focused on
need to empower the individuals within it with those same qualities. The
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Goal Mapping is an effective, engaging whole brain technique for setting and
achieving goals. Pupils are empowered with a cutting edge method that help them
The Goal Mapping Teacher Training is a 6 hour workshop. Highly practical,
to:personally and professionally, Goal
entertaining and empowering, both
Mapping is ideal for schools
whose staff
need to bring a boost of

organise
thinking
motivation to their teaching and classrooms.


reduce limiting beliefs and glass ceilings

Staff will leave feeling empowered and motivated, with personal Goal
Maps to steer their
targets
as well
as a cutting
methodology to

identify
dreams
for theedge
future
introduce in the classroom.


set realistic goals and identify pathways to success
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GORGEOUSNESS PROGRAMME KEY STAGE 2
Students that start ahead, stay ahead.

KEY STAGEreceive
2 PACKAGE
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the activities that promote success, while effort and persistence become directed
toward
goal attainment.
There are two Key Stage
2 Gorgeousness
packages available.
Goal Mapping is an effective, engaging whole brain technique for setting and
achieving goals. Pupils are empowered
with aONE:
cutting edge method that help them
PACKAGE
to:
· STUDENT PROGRAMME:

organise
thinking
1 x full day Gorgeousness
workshop

5 x 120
weekly
workshops
 minute
reduce
limiting
beliefs and glass ceilings
1 x award event steered by participants


identify dreams for the future

· PARENT PROGRAMME:


goals and identify
pathways
to success
1 x set
120realistic
minute Gorgeousness
workshop
to raise parent’s
awareness
around their own self esteem and tackle negative body narrative.
Access to the 6 week Gorgeousness Online e-course.
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GORGEOUSNESS PROGRAMME KEY STAGE 2
PACKAGE TWO:

· STUDENT PROGRAMME:
1 x full day Gorgeousness workshop
5 x 120 Students
minute weekly
thatworkshops
start ahead, stay ahead.
1 xeffective
award event
steered
by participants
By learning to set
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students
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· PARENT
the demands
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· TEACHER WORKSHOP:
By setting compelling
goals, learners can take immediate ownership, and are shown
how to take responsibility
for Gorgeousness
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focused on
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Access to the 6 week Gorgeousness Online e-course.

Goal Mapping is an effective, engaging whole brain technique for setting and
achieving goals. Pupils are empowered with a cutting edge method that help them
BOLT ON
to: OPTIONS:


organise thinking

STUDENT 1-1 COACHING:




reduce limiting beliefs and glass ceilings

Extra 1-1 sessions can be provided for those pupils who are facing
specific challenges
around
self esteem
body image, eg. cyber
identify
dreams
for theand
future
bullying, anxiety etc

set realistic goals and identify pathways to success

GORGEOUSNESS PROGRAMME TRAIN-THE-TRAINER:
Training for in-house staff member/s to become practitioners of the
Key Stage 2 Gorgeousness Programme.
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GORGEOUSNESS PROGRAMME KEY STAGE 3/4
Students that start ahead, stay ahead.

Stage 3/4
Gorgeousness
a unique,
preventative
By learning toThe
setKey
effective
goals,
studentsProgramme
receive theisboost
they
need to step up to
package that has been developed to combat the issue of low self esteem
the demands of the next level of education. Gaining clarity on their ambitions, next
caused by body image. Utilising sound principles of NLP (Neuro Linguistic
steps and organising
a clear action plan to get there, participants of the Goal
Programming), CBT (Cognitive Behavioural Therapy) and accelerated
Mapping programme
areprogramme
armed with
the tools
usedwomen
by some
countries
most
learning, the
empowers
young
withof
thethe
skills
and
people
and organisations.
knowledge tosuccessful
shift their inner
narrative
and develop self esteem and confidence in who they are as opposed to how they look. There are two Gor-

By setting compelling goals, learners can take immediate ownership, and are shown
geousness packages available as well as additional bolt-on options.
how to take responsibility for their future lives. They become positively focused on
PACKAGE ONE:
the activities that promote success, while effort and persistence become directed
· STUDENT PROGRAMME:
toward goal attainment.
1 x full day Gorgeousness workshop

Goal Mapping is an effective, engaging whole brain technique for setting and
x 120 minute
weekly workshops
achieving goals.5Pupils
are empowered
with a cutting edge method that help them
1 x award event steered by participants
to:
· PARENT PROGRAMME:


organise thinking

1 x 120 minute Gorgeousness workshop to raise parent’s awareness

reduce
beliefs
and glass
ceilings
around
their
own limiting
self esteem
and tackle
negative
body narrative.
Access tothe 6identify
week Gorgeousness
e-course.
dreams forOnline
the future


set realistic goals and identify pathways to success
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GORGEOUSNESS PROGRAMME KEY STAGE 3/4
Students that start ahead, stay ahead.

By learning to set effective goals, students receive the boost they need to step up to
the demands of the next level of education.
PACKAGEGaining
TWO: clarity on their ambitions, next
steps and organising a clear action plan to get there, participants of the Goal
Mapping programme are armed with the tools used by some of the countries most
· STUDENT PROGRAMME:
successful people and organisations.
1 x full day Gorgeousness workshop

By setting compelling goals, learners can take immediate ownership, and are shown
5 x 120 minute weekly workshops
how to take responsibility for their future lives. They become positively focused on
1 x award event steered by participants
the activities that promote success, while effort and persistence become directed
· PARENT PROGRAMME:
toward goal attainment.
1 x 120 minute Gorgeousness workshop to raise parent’s awareness

Goal Mapping is an effective, engaging whole brain technique for setting and
around their own self esteem and tackle negative body narrative.
achieving goals. Pupils are empowered with a cutting edge method that help them
Access to the 6 week Gorgeousness Online e-course.
to:
· TEACHER WORKSHOP:


organise thinking

1 x 120 minute Gorgeousness workshop for in-house staff who are
interested
in shifting
their negative
bodyglass
and learning

reduce
limiting
beliefs and
ceilingshow to better
support students in raising self esteem.


identify dreams for the future

Access to the 6 week Gorgeousness Online e-course.


set realistic goals and identify pathways to success
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GORGEOUSNESS PROGRAMME KEY STAGE 3/4
Students that start ahead, stay ahead.

BOLT ONreceive
OPTIONS:
By learning to set effective goals, students
the boost they need to step up to
the demands of the next level of education. Gaining clarity on their ambitions, next
steps and organising
clear
action plan to get there, participants of the Goal
STUDENTa1-1
COACHING:
Mapping programme are armed with the tools used by some of the countries most
Extra 1-1 sessions can be provided for those pupils who are facing
successfularound
people
organisations.
specific challenges
selfand
esteem
and body image, eg. cyber
bullying,
anxiety
etc
By setting compelling
goals,
learners
can take immediate ownership, and are shown
how to take responsibility for their future lives. They become positively focused on
the activities that
promote success,
while
effort and persistence become directed
GORGEOUSNESS
IN HOUSE
COACHING:
toward
goalwho
attainment.
Extended training
for pupils
are interested in becoming 1-1 Gorgeousness
coaches engaging
and mentors
or speakers,
thereby helping
to cre- and
Goal Mapping
is an effective,
whole
brain technique
for setting
ate a positive shift in the world of body confidence and self esteem.
achieving goals. Pupils are empowered with a cutting edge method that help them
Includes school resources to support in-house 1-1 Gorgeousness
to:
coaching and mentoring model.


organise thinking

GORGEOUSNESS
TRAIN-THE-TRAINER:

reduce PROGRAMME
limiting beliefs
and glass ceilings
Training for in-house staff member/s to become practitioners of the

identify dreams for the future
Key Stage 3/4 Gorgeousness Programme.


set realistic goals and identify pathways to success
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Students that start ahead, stay ahead.
By learning to set effective goals, students receive the boost they need to step up to
the demands of the next level of education. Gaining clarity on their ambitions, next
steps and organising a clear action plan to get there, participants of the Goal
Mapping programme are armed with the tools used by some of the countries most
successful people and organisations.
By setting compelling goals, learners can take immediate ownership, and are shown
how to take responsibility for their future lives. They become positively focused on
the activities that promote success, while effort and persistence become directed
toward goal attainment.
Goal Mapping is an effective, engaging whole brain technique for setting and
Booking an empowerment programme for your school
achieving goals. Pupils are empowered with a cutting edge method that help them
could not be easier. Simply call or email ...
to:
organise
Tel:
01983thinking
856959
Email:
bethan@bethanchristopher.com

reduce limiting beliefs and glass ceilings
Website: www.bethanchristopher.com





identify dreams for the future

set realistic goals and identify pathways to success

